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Psychology Today
I’m Sian, a 24 year old in recovery from anorexia and bulimia. Ever since I was a little girl, I had this unhealthy desire to be tiny.

‘I survived off of cigarettes and energy drinks.’: Woman battling eating disorder urges ‘you deserve recovery’
After her partner's suicide, Donna Beahan and her daughter, 14, found themselves on the streets. Now she and other outreach workers are helping those navigating similar battles.

'I ended up on the streets': These women use their own experiences of addiction, homelessness to lift up others
Since I started incorporating their Recovery ... into my routine for over a month, I have the summer skin I’ve always dreamed of. In addition to its key ingredients of horsetail and buddha ...

A Soothing Body Balm Rooted in Traditional Chinese Medicine
Sort of like Harry Houdini and Gautama Buddha ... entered recovery, and despite the many challenges he confronted, he lived the last 25 years of his life sober, a day at a time. My father never ...

Joe Pisani (opinion): In dying sober, my dad proved it's never too late to change
When TV shows and movies portray a “crazy” female character, they tend to use borderline personality disorder (BPD) as the character’s diagnosis. While suicidality and self-harm are often symptoms of ...

Why We Need Better Representation of Borderline Personality Disorder
Interest in the psychotherapeutic capacity of Buddhist teachings and practices is widely evident in the popular imagination. News media routinely report on ...

Prescribing the Dharma: Psychotherapists, Buddhist Traditions, and Defining Religion
As COVID cases continue to spread around the country lockdowns are a reality once again in most states. Melburnians have spent more time in lockdown than any other city in Australia and mental health ...

Pandemic sees Australian youths suffering from mental health distress
The photo gallery for Nova Scotia's Ledgehill Treatment and Recovery ... my guard down to strike. And it will strike every time. It's a nasty, nasty creature." Spiteri met his addiction in 2012 in ...

Using a 'feminist lens' changed how rehab centre helps women and men beat addictions
He ruled against jail time and has handed down a 24-month sentence under the Intensive Rehabilitative Custody and Supervision (IRCS) program to a young woman who was 17-years old when she fatally ...

Kelowna teen who killed Eli Beauregard avoids jail time
Hello, My investment analysis is focused on identifying ... devastated airlines across the globe. Airline fleets were borderline grounded, yet airliners still maintained steep hub and fleet ...

Delta Air Lines: Undervalued Amid Lingering Pandemic Shortfalls
Alcohol addiction has long been romanticised in films, TV shows, books and adverts. Let’s look at the destructive drudgery and sheer sorrow of the disease instead ...

Time to face the brutal truth: there’s no glamour at the bottom of a glass
Many poor Filipino families could have thought that they already hit bottom in poverty prior to the COVID pandemic. As in many things that are at the bottom, there would have ...

Pandemic sinks PH poor further
Interviews with state employees and a review of law enforcement records reveal a chaotic and unstable environment for the social workers who work the night shift.

Washington social workers claim lack of support from state in after-hours foster care
Valerie Collignon gave birth at 35 weeks, which resulted in a week-long NICU stay that she described as “traumatizing.” ...

My pandemic post-pregnancy: ‘People don’t realize how lonely the NICU experience can be’
I washed my hands, holding back tears ... I know I don’t watch much TV anymore. I know laundry is borderline impossible to finish, and I don’t cut the grass until 8 p.m. I know you’re ...

Letters to my son, a deaf boy who can hear: 'I fell in love last night'
My once-a-year mock draft is based not on team needs or team projections, but instead, purely on my forecast of who will become the best pros in this draft class. This is 1.0 of my big board mock; ...

NBA Mock Draft 2021: Scottie Barnes goes No. 3 based on who is most likely to have the best NBA career
In a somewhat-unexpected action, Surface Transportation Board (STB) Chairman Martin Oberman recently suggested some ideas and offered borderline critique about pending public railroad issues. During ...

Author: Jim Blaze
So often when an individual has been battling addiction and is now in recovery, they often have guilty feelings. Source: Kaysha/Unsplash During my time in active addiction, I had to learn to deal ...

Psychology Today
He was living with bipolar disorder, ADHD and borderline ... my loved ones. And it just didn't work. It had to come from me and I had to want to do it for myself." "You have to go into recovery ...
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